SOULSTAR ASTROLOGY

PATHFINDER Report
New Moon Monday December 18th 2017 1:32 AM EST
Solstice Sun ingress Capricorn Tuesday December 19th 11:50 PM
Saturn ingress Capricorn Tuesday December 19th 12:50 AM
Mercury direct Friday December 22nd 8:52 PM
Venus ingress Capricorn Monday December 25th 1:27 AM
Full Moon in Cancer Monday January 1st 9:25 PM
Uranus direct Tuesday January 2nd 9:12 AM
Mercury ingress Capricorn Thursday January 11th 12:10 AM
Dark Moon begins Sunday January 14th 7:39 AM
Jupiter sextile Pluto Monday 11:15 PM January 15th
Next new Moon in Capricorn Thursday January 16th 9:18 PM EST
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Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in
advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self
observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"
an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as
“the perfection premise".

***

New Moon Alignments
New Moon (Sagittarius) square Chiron (Pisces)
New Moon (Sagittarius) trine Pallas Athena station (Aries)
New Moon (Sagittarius) trine Uranus retrograde (Aries)
Uranus retrograde (Aries) conjunct Pallas Athena station (Aries)
Mercury retrograde (Sagittarius) semi-sextile Jupiter (Scorpio)
Mercury retrograde (Sagittarius) semi-sextile Vesta (Scorpio)
Ceres (Leo) quincunx Pluto (Capricorn)
Vesta (Scorpio) square Moons north node (Leo)

***
Overview
New Moon in Sagittarius
Monday December 18th 1:32 AM EST

T

his Moon cycle can be seen as a prelude to the Capricorn new Moon cycle which follows
this one. Capricorn energy is a bigger player in most everyone's lives than it typically has
been. Saturn's two year transit through Sagittarius will end during this Sagittarius Moon
cycle as Saturn makes the Capricorn ingress on the evening of Tuesday December 19th. Saturn's
Sagittarius transit has sharpened the approach some take when driving toward their goals,
especially goals related to public reputation and professional work related agendas. This can
appear in many ways, for instance a demand that one's conversation be of value or use as
opposed to being frivolous and non-focused. Have you heard the phrase "talking in circles"
lately? Professionals can be possessed by an urgency to get ahead in their public value and be
quick to call another to stop wasting their time. Knowing this Sagittarius Moon cycle will
conclude Saturn's Sagittarius transit we can surmise the end of pushing for control over one's
public image via strict conversation and less panicking that one is running out of time in terms of
advancing career. We can expect a final push toward these things during this Moon cycle. Those
on the receiving end of aggressive career minded individuals will perhaps feel some relief.
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So what will Saturn's coming two year Capricorn transit bring us? In general a shift away from
controlling an individuals public and career image to a concern as to how community and public
systems function. Social rules which guide protect and regulate us as a community will become
more clearly known. One way or another rules will become more dominate. We are also
beginning to see an increase in rules as to how individuals socialize. Many of these are unspoken
rules yet take their claim of ligitimacy from the apparent need to always appear politically
correct. It will seem to many that these rules appease the shifts in how we socialize and are an
evolution, yet they can also be seen as a response to denial. Individuals will not evolve toward
greater awareness unless they clearly understand the value of their emotional reactions, trusting
vulnerability and emotional sensitivity. If society makes social rules to facilitate a denial of one's
emotional vulnerability it is as such in direct contrast to one's evolution of awareness and is
instead becomes strategies for managing denial. Emotional reactions will be prevalent as Saturn
makes the Capricorn ingress and opposes Cancer. If a society insists that we ignore our feelings
as this is a better socializing model or goal to achieve they are asking that people become like
stone people. We can see a rise in AI influence (Artificial Intelligence) as we as a society must
deal with algorithms and firmware developing on a massive scale. This again signals a concern
that a de-evolution of human consciousness is underway as opposed to the evolution of
awareness. This can only proceed if humanity is choosing denial management and avoiding their
vulnerability and sensitivity.
Jupiter as the planetary ruler of Sagittarius continues to transit Scorpio. Many are taking actions
regarding their finances or their security with an optimistic outlook of improving their situation.
It is a good idea to allow one's inspiration to be carefully and clearly checked out before giving
way to a blindingly optimistic idea. If an excitement to dig deeply into ones typically hidden
feelings occurs just remember if this has not been a typical journey and is instead a new one, do
proceed carefully and avoid jumping to conclusions. That being said a dive into ones
physiological depths and hidden caverns of feelings can be a huge benefit as one follows their
vulnerability to the core of their being. Great advancements can be made as one embraces and
cherishes their feelings. There is an optimism to Sagittarius and an action plan can feel
appropriate as this optimism is given wings. The Jupiter Scorpio transit shows us this discovery
will be likely in relation to deep feelings and sensuality.

***
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Sun Sign
With this Moon cycle beginning in Sagittarius the focus will be on activities which increase
public value. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the
perspective of discovering and acting upon the interconnection between apparent separate
dynamics which make up daily experience. Such realizations bring forward an effortless yet
dynamic interchange with our world as we intend and seek those experiences which are
motivational. An evolution of self awareness occurs as connections and insights become
instantaneous with our experiences. Those born under the Sun sign Sagittarius have a natural
propensity to dynamic public involvement. They naturally and easily become leaders through
their quick dynamic actions. Not to exclude others as we all have Sagittarius somewhere in our
personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun
sign would experience expanded insight in a natural way. There are many accents in each
personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent
alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments
which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify
the basic inclination toward social and public commitment of each Sun sign and thus create
added meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I experience an expansion of insight when I …
Scorpio: accept and trust my body to show me and lead me to what is most interesting.
Libra: connect with others and share ideas with those who are immediate to my current
intention.
Virgo: pay attention to how I emotionally feel about my public value.
Leo: move on my inspiration with joy and excitement.
Cancer: organize my personal responsibilities.
Gemini: allow myself to become involved in the dynamic adventure of partnership.
Taurus: allow the richness of my partnership to attract public value.
Aries: move courageously forward into new territories of social and public interaction.
Pisces: accept the leadership role which my chosen career leads me to.
Aquarius: embrace the value of social interaction.
Capricorn: allow and accept the opinion of others.

***
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Birthdays
The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.
January 8th & 9th

July 10th & 11th

March 2nd & 3rd

September 4th & 5th

March 15th & 16th

September 17th & 18th

April 15th

October 18th

June 21st thru 25th

December 22nd thru 25th

***
Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on
the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the
entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here
as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues
until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen
times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a
unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases
example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro
alignments may be experienced.
01 Monday December 18th 1:32 AM 2017 EST - new Moon in Sagittarius
Action energy as in moving toward getting things done can feel really good. Good new Moon
phase here to see one's self getting those important things checked off. An ability to organize and
prioritize will assist as well. Mercury's hangover retrograde from last Moon cycle will however
affect one's ability to remain focused on the task at hand if the individual has some lagging
undone's from their past. That is why it will be a good idea for some to picture and visualize
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themselves actively getting things done during the new Moon phase. If one is getting distracted
perhaps it would be best to dial in the feeling of the issue and allow this feeling to thread the
connection with past events which linger today. Owning and admitting is a powerful medicine
for reliving one's mind and increasing one available consciousness, and there is typically the
bonus of discovering a silver lining just beyond one's dark or worrisome past. Nothing hangs
around or circles around in ones attention if it is not important to their conscious clarity and
evolution. A need to bust down and perhaps to release one's grip on admiring others who were
tilted up to famous stature by past social beliefs and influences. Someone we admired decades
ago may be receiving more praise from us that we are able to give to ourselves. This is one of
many possible reasons for one's mind becoming derailed during Mercury retrograde phases. Also
good idea to intend safety during our new Moon meditation and visualization as the new Moon is
trine to Uranus and Pallas Athena in Aries as well as the potential for mental focus to be stuck
looking into the past.
02 Monday December 18th - Moon enters Capricorn 8:35 AM
Saturn ingress Capricorn Tuesday December 19th 12:50 AM
Solstice Sun ingress Capricorn Tuesday December 19th 11:50 PM
Quickly following the new Moon moment is this Capricorn lunar ingress. A sense of urgency and
panic can come over some, especially related to getting things done on time. An ongoing need to
feel in control of a situation, or more precisely a shared value, can be challenging if the dynamic
is colored by an unresolved important issue. A feeling that something remains unresolved can
become a burden as the individual can not seem to dodge this any longer. Saturn will make the
Capricorn ingress ending and beginning a new two year cycle. For some this will be like a
changing of the guard in the "boss" department. If you are your own boss, aren't we all, a change
in priority or focus will change your use of your important time. Some may begin to make
executive like decisions in their life where they no longer have time for certain things. Also a
change in time related priority where a more serious effort to move a particular goal forward is
felt to be appropriate. A more practical approach is committed to as urgency and seriousness
grow. And so this is the general synopsis over the next two years beginning now, yet the
unraveling of irrelevant reasoning begins now as if this two year window is unconsciously
calling the individual forward. Conversation can be affected as Mercury remains retrograde until
late Friday December 22nd. Some can feel frustrated because they have an exaggerated fear their
conversation is going in circles? Don't panic it's not circles it's more like spirals, kind of like a
detective who continually reviews a crime scene, each time gaining a clearer look at a bigger
picture.
03 Wednesday December 20th - Moon enters Aquarius 9:30 PM
Mercury direct Friday December 22nd 8:52 PM
Frustrations may be related to social elitism. The who's who thing is driving some people nuts
while others are happy to play along, oblivious to what they are creating for themselves just
down the road. The folly of external validation creates a growing debt at Bank Karma. The
beauty of the current period running May 9th 2017 through to November 6th 2018 is it facilitates
the great opportunity to bust and clear such limitation. Yet like the older than old saying "you
can't get out of prison until you realize you are in prison" holds true. Fame and social admiration
need merely be the by-product of one's integrity and nothing more. The crown placed upon
someone's head is placed their by themselves and no other. Much bizarre social behavior which
has been occurring over the last several years can be attributed to this external validation belief
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and the correlating significance of a who's who mentality. The pooling together of like minded
beliefs eventually floods over and we have marches and riots, or some form of such. Yet
realistically many individuals are logically drained of the reason for their commitment to the
viral act, it's just follow the mob rage. On the bright side many are clearing themselves of old
social beliefs and are finding they like themselves, they are their own celebrity. As an act of pure
joy they sustain interest in their unique inspiration and continue to build a great future simply by
accepting the challenge of letting go of blame and instead owning that which they know to be
their own creating power.
04 Saturday December 23rd - Moon enters Pisces 9:43 AM
Venus ingress Capricorn Monday December 25th 1:27 AM
This can be a good time to join with others outside dividing beliefs which may have in the past
isolated otherwise close individuals. Many experiencing a special holiday and festive family
unions can feel goodwill prevail. The Venus Capricorn ingress early on Monday morning is
somewhat magical on this day indicating an acceptance and longing for clarity. This merges well
with the rise in empathy akin to the Pisces Moon transit. Special opportunities to either reunite
with loved ones or create new understandings which consider and acknowledge others in a fond
and joyful way can be seeded.
In many cases it can feel real good to make rules. Rules for ones self obviously but also rules for
family for work and business for dealing with the general public for managing finances or
whatever. What may be coming into question and causing confusion is a version of a situation
which is either not completely understood or is the influential idea of another. The beliefs of
others can be causing confusion especially if there is lost memory as to how one came to certain
notions. There is a strong impetus to move forward yet unresolved or confusing opinion and or
information makes it foggy as to just how to do so. This is a good time to admit and accept these
interfering opinions and beliefs especially if they are clearly known not to be one's own. Many
people can feel the pain of others as if it is their own. This sort of empathy can rise during a
Pisces Moon transit. Ideally the individual will acknowledge and support another while allowing
the individual to come to clarity on their own in such a way that this other person will benefit
from the situation as if it was a carefully crafted lesson specific for them. Allowing others their
limitations may be the only functional solution anyway. We will, during this Moon cycle, be
heading into some very interesting territory during this Moon cycle concerning planing and
effective boundaries as made relative by the community and social systems we are sharing. For
now however while the Moon transits Pisces we want to focus on clearing away delusions.
05 Monday December 25th - Moon enters Aries 8:28 PM
A sudden urgent need to take control of a situation can occur. Shared resources or values, like
money or property, can be the logical focus yet this is really about addressing a belief or
correlating situation which has been left dangling. A sense of panic may be rising yet the reason
for the frustration may be unknown. For those who have been and continue to be diligent a fresh
sense of getting actively involved in something can bring happiness and joy to their expanding
moment. Some wishful desire may feel closer to reality and so the individual acts as if it is
happening. However one must be cautious as there is a potential some are blinded by their own
excitement. The Aries action energy can also be connected with an urge to hug and embrace
others. Empathy on the rise and recharged by the recent Pisces Moon can get some wheels, now
an inspired individuals may be fulfilling their desires by embracing others. Letting others know
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you care about them and their happiness is a very nice thing yet it may be advisable in some
cases to step slowly as not everyone can deal with sustained hugging and closeness. We can
always find others ways to bring and share happiness. Many civic social systems are being
forced into major change, this has been going on for some time well preceding this Moon cycle.
These dynamic changes are in no way complete, we are in the middle of a big fat revolution
which is global. Both this Moon cycle and the following one in Capricorn indicate opportunities
for increased clarity as to the new world we have moved into or are moving into. Those who can
look for new solutions, who are inventive as opposed to doing things the typical historic way, can
do well. A need to be clear and realistic, practical and accepting, will frame their demeanor as
they step forward with clearly understood ideas and methods which are meant to secure and
sustain a comforting foundation for their future and others.
06 Thursday December 28th - Moon enters Taurus 1:24 AM
After a lot of excitement it feels good to slow down and relax, take it easy. There are some
special authority type individuals who are being appreciated right now. Not everyone of course
as many people don't like to be told what to do all the time. Yet there are some special
individuals who bring clarity and insightful ideas, suggestions which are proving to be helpful.
These people are being valued as their motive is true of heart. Our connection to so called
realism feels very comforting. However we must be reminded from time to time that everything
which exists in our reality, including our physical reality, is someone's opinion manifested, such
is the nature of existence. Thought recreates! This is a good period to take a nature walk or in
some way connect to the Earth and give her our acknowledgement. Our security ultimately
comes from or is facilitated by the Earth, as such it is not difficult to say to her "I love you
dearly". When our basic fundamental beliefs include our acknowledgement of the Earth as well
as our understanding that all is energy we can better build a sound foundation of comfort and
security. In the meantime what's up with all the social changes? Social changes have been
occurring for quite some time and will continue. Things considered permanent and absolute are
proving to be nothing but. It helps if we have a clear understanding as to what memory is and the
way memory and time dance together. The issues or challenges, if such exist for the individual,
right now in terms of our comfort and security will likely involve control over shared resources.
Some may find they are questioning a recently introduced idea or plan to make money. Or there
is some notion or agenda which was meant to bring security which is now being questioned and
scrutinized. Those who know what foundational security feels like will continue to sustain and
reinvent it as they flow with challenge and change, just like the Earth does.
07 Saturday December 30th - Moon enters Gemini 3:32 AM
"What are you saying?" Some may insist that what is being said be done with clarity. Others may
not want to hear a thing. Now that Saturn is no longer transiting Sagittarius a great relaxing can
occur in terms of what some look for and demand in their public and business life. How things
are said will not be such a big deal, at least not like it had been for the previous two years. A need
to control conversation or to strap it to someone's specific detail and preference will finally be
letting up. Mercury's recent retrograde ending a week ago was also heavy on those who are
troubled by their inability to have a good conversation. Some of what is said now may be the
result of these recent astrological correlations. It may still be challenging in some specific
conversations, yet this is really the end of it. It would be wise to not damage or spoil a
relationship because one does not like how another is expressing some idea. Just be calm we will
be good in a day or so, like January 1st. With that being said there are those who are clear about
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where they are going and their plan to get there. Now they must connect and network some
aspects of their plan as if it is their responsibility and duty to do so. We are heading into a time
period which will last for a year or two where clarity as to what is going on socially will be
fleshed out and made clear. And so now we may be seeing, or feeling, the dawn of this period. As
such it is good to intend clarity and insight into social or community concerns. Recognizing the
need to work together harmoniously as a society and community will facilitate an increased
clarity as we deal with the ongoing changes in social infrastructure.
08 Monday January 1st - Moon enters Cancer 3:11 AM
Full Moon in Cancer Monday January 1st 9:25 PM
Uranus direct Tuesday January 2nd 9:12 AM
Happy New Year! The current period alignments can be seen as a forecast for the coming new
year. Capricorn is well represented with Sun Venus Saturn and Pluto all transiting there. The full
Moon will also occur during this transit. Relations will be tested for their integrity and resolve,
during this period and for 2018. Understanding sensitivity and vulnerability will be paramount in
maintaining focus and staying on track with one's goals. Social groups will be challenged to find
common ground among it's members as will families and professional work teams. Those who
do find the harmonic of cooperation will do amazing things. For now the individual can get a
quick glimpse of 2018 all rolled into this two day period. A need to understand shared values and
shared resources, as in partnerships, can become an important topic. Those who are scheduling
priorities which involve others will have ideas which they want to share. The control that some
bosses or company CEO's were accessing over the last two years will begin to be less effective.
Gradually, if they do not accept the change, they will be swamped with unresolved issues and
personal relationship blocks which stymie their otherwise successful run. The real reason can
appear to be the need to accept social rules, this can be AI (artificial intelligence) type
domination within peoples lives at all levels. However it is astute and wise for the individual to
be aware that AI is not the begin and end all, there are other factors and forces in existence which
trump AI and every individual has potential access to this.
09 Saturday January 3th - Moon enters Leo 2:24 AM
A social evolution prompting social revolution is occurring. The individual will be questioning
who they are relative to the society they experience. The evolution is the freeing of one's identity
and more so their self value from the barrage of character archetypes which have been
dominating their self knowing since birth. The logical mind and individual's ego can very well be
completely oblivious to this evolution yet they are still being lead somewhere in terms of their
self importance. In a simple way we grow up with heroes which are admired and in a somewhat
unconscious way these heroes are copied or mimicked. Celebrities are assigned in many cases to
these character archetypes and so there will continue to be a collapse of there stature.
Manufactured and false credit can no longer survive and so many famous individuals will be
brought down a few pegs as the way is cleared for the individual to get a realistic handle on their
specific greatness and admirable character. Along with the collapse of manufactured celebrities is
the death of elitism. The inclusion and exclusion of certain individuals from specific social
groups will become less and less tolerated. Sexual misconduct and racism concerns is really the
basic beginning of this evolution, the real prize is for the individual to find sovereignty as an
individual and to remember and embrace impeccable self admiration.
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10 Monday January 5th - Moon enters Virgo 3:13 AM
Nonsense! The need to be clear of frivolous beliefs and apparent lack of rational ideas can be a
major concern for some. Do you like music, everybody likes music of some sort, and where is
the logic in that? Art and it's value to affect the individual is a good example or reason to accept
the so called fantastic realms. So it's only nonsense when it gets out of hand? During this Virgo
Moon transit it can feel frustrating and annoying when it does just that, get out of hand. This as
such can be a good transit to find where there are imbalances in one's life, where realism is not
given enough respect and escapism is too dominate. Escapism as in going for the buzz of
apparent non-real forays such as watching movies or pleasuring oneself with intoxication of
some sort can be called to the carpet. In dire cases where habits are like solid rocks occupying
one's schedule and are solidly in one's regular routine it can be quite concerning. The first step to
busting through and finding a healthy balance is to admit and accept one's situation. A second
step would then be to find the parallel between the fantasy type habit and real life. For example
how art imitates life, where is this relevant in one's particular fantasy? Judging and denying the
value of fantasy is not really a functional solution. Another big clue to accepting and breaking
down such intoxicating habits is to notice and see how one is overly involved in the affairs of
others. The big trump card here which will be played if we do not deal with our denial is our
health. Our health will surely interrupt our ego's agenda and force us to reprioritize our activities
if we do not do it on our own. As such no matter what one's current indulgence state is it is
always a good plan to consider and embrace optimal health.
11 Wednesday January 7th - Moon enters Libra 7:16 AM
Friendships will be important to those who are seriously focused on their public and professional
value. Reputation in business may be an ongoing concern and healthy social relationships can be
connected with how one feels about this. Currently friendships can be connected with actively
assisting the management of property and finances. Helping a friend understand their financial
security will be more common than usual. Assisting another in taking action toward maintaining
their security helps both individuals understand their friendship. Powerful forces may be altering
the mechanics which one must deal with in order to protect and maintain their investments.
Certain actions are being taken now as these powerful forces either open up opportunities or
force one to make changes regarding their security. Friends can bond over the then need to apply
rules and boundaries of some sort. Shared control or mutually beneficial agreed upon actions
may be prevalent. Seeking and desiring to know what the social consensus is can also become
popular. A need to define the manner in which we share our community will feel necessary and
advisable. Discussions regarding social consideration and community harmony will likely begin
to rise, not just now but for the next two years. The feeling that we are in this together, as a
community, will become more and more understood and accepted. Of course there can be some
spills and disagreements but over all people are looking for mutually beneficial social type
solutions. It will become increasingly apparent that some of the older ways are no longer
workable or relevant and so the willingness to admit this and let go of this can be a difficult
process for some.
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12 Friday January 9th - Moon enters Scorpio 3:07 PM
Mercury ingress Capricorn Thursday January 11th 12:10 AM
There has been so much action lately in regards to values and protecting one's future security. As
the Moon transits Scorpio shared actions can come under the microscope. Scrutinizing the
actions and questioning motives can become the focus. A need to understand the details of what
was a mutually agreed upon course of action suddenly becomes more important. A fear one has
been moving too fast with an important financial type decision for example can rise. In the
meantime big big big changes are happening which are affecting all of us, our entire world is
changing. There is no stopping this and if one does attempt to stop it they will likely make it
much worse for themselves. For some events may be disastrous yet for others it represents a long
awaited opportunity. In many cases it is merely perspective. Either way there is no doubt about it,
things are changing! The feeling that one is not in control must be looked at very carefully as
taking reckless actions can worsen a difficult situation. Deep feelings can come up suddenly. It is
best to realize that if this does happen it was there all along and the current physical world events
are merely the trigger for the feelings. One would do well to search within themselves for the
feelings and correlating beliefs which they may be currently dealing with. In this manner a
difficult challenge and a heavy feeling may actually lead to the recover of one's sovereignty and
the releasing of a long time burden.
13 Sunday January 12th - Moon enters Sagittarius 2:05 AM
Dark Moon begins Sunday January 14th 7:39 AM
A shift for many toward becoming accepting of rules and boundaries regarding social or
community dynamics may have evolved during this Moon cycle. This evolution toward such
acceptance may continue now and extend into the next Moon cycle. The rules are becoming
important and perhaps being seen as valuable. There will be rules and boundaries and authorities
which are not so warm and fuzzy as well. The big thing is to become aware this world we share,
our local and global community, is changing, it only makes sense that the old ways are not the
best fit for today and the future. In many cases the rules and regulations can't change fast enough.
On the more local level the individual may have a personal specific unique experience which is
connected to the bigger all inclusive picture. The individual would do well to make their own
rule changes for themselves. Becoming one's own guide by making and or revising one's own
personal rules will likely include accepting and reassessing ones specific personal situation. The
Sagittarius Moon cycle will tend to focus matters on public reputation. The big move of Saturn
leaving Sagittarius and moving into Capricorn during this Moon cycle is an indicator that a two
year drive to succeed in business and management fields will wain. Especially affected is how
one converses with their boss or how a boss will begin to better listen to those they direct.
14 Wednesday January 14th - Moon enters Capricorn 2:43 PM
Jupiter sextile Pluto Monday 11:15 PM January 15th
Citizens of the world have been really unwieldily for a few years now. The hidden control
through the front of supposed elected governments, where relevant, has been over burden with
maintaining their specific will as the feeling of freedom from the average citizen has been
overwhelming to the stealthy secret governments, assuming such exists. It's a simple matter of
seeing Uranus transit Aries and knowing thought creates where by the pooling of peoples energy
worldwide has made it overwhelming and impossible for human deceivers to continue their
agenda. A scattering of the deceivers has been occurring as well, those who in the past who had a
clear handle on governing while remaining somewhat hidden to the general public can no longer
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participate in such a fruitful greedy life, again assuming such exists. If there has been a hidden or
stealth control over fake news and fake governments then those who were in the thick of the
secrecy are most certainly experiencing devastating changes. Either way a system of order, real
order with integrity and good will, will likely begin to formulate during the coming Moon cycle
in Capricorn. Of course this can only happen after the so called bad guys and their control
systems are destroyed. It's like the phoenix has risen and phase one is to destroy that which is no
longer needed followed by phase two which is the rebuild. Just like the tide at the beach, each
time after the tide goes out all the sand castles are reduced to the basic pattern of nature. What
castles in our regulated world have been washed out by the tide and what new worlds will we
build?
Next new Moon in Capricorn Thursday January 16th 9:18 PM EST

***
Soulstar Astrology Appointments
Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
(905) 665-9000
For more information about Soulstar Astrology consultations goto:
Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php
SoulstarAstrology.com
PathfinderReport,com
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Sagittarius
Monday December 18th 1:32 AM 2017 EST
01 I am excited to embrace a new world.
02 I am good at organizing and prioritizing my responsibilities.
03 Owning and admitting my most difficult challenges is a powerful medicine for me.
04 I know what it feels like to get things done within a reasonable time.
05 Once I realize I have an unresolved past issue I take the time to look at it more closely.
06 My mind is circling around an issue because there remains something I need to notice.
07 I am my own celebrity.
08 I allow others their limitations.
09 I am clearing away my own delusions by paying attention to my feelings about each
specific one.
10 By taking the time to acknowledge the Earth I better understand the foundation of
security.
11 Social changes are necessary to allow me to harmonize with the bigger view of my
existence.
12 The Earth shows me what foundational security feels like.
13 I speak with purpose and clarity.
14 I am clear about where I am going and how to get there.
15 I have the courage to look into those things which in the past made me feel fearful.
16 My life is real to me, I am no longer inspired by fake celebrity life style.
17 I am able to access the value of rules.
18 I know when to accept the rules and when to break them.
19 I am a good listener, I am a good communicator.
20 Socially I am appreciated for my fairness and non-judgment.
21 I feel good about my plans and enjoy implementing my ideas.

William Oulton
December 17th 2017
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